SYSPRO UPlift creates a positive real-world impact
by focusing on Skills Development, Community Support and Environment.

Community Support
Restoring communities
with Gift of the Givers
SYSPRO employees donated
to Gift of the Givers to supply
necessities and food to
communities affected by the
violent looting and burning of
major supplier warehouses and
stores in Pietermaritzburg and
Durban in July 2021.

Hope for Sparrow Village
Feeding the nation with
Chefs with Compassion

Supplied
necessities
and food

10 million
adults

Weekly hunger experience

40%

of South Africans
are classified food
insecure

Our UPlifters further collected funds to
assist SYSPRO employee family members
who were affected by the KZN riots.

SYPRO UPlift donated to Gift of the
Givers to assist KZN communities
who were affected by the floods
and rainfall in April 2022.

Donations continue with hot meals,
blankets, clothes, and other requirements.

for children and adults who are
suffering with the effects of HIV/AIDS
who need healthcare, necessities, and support as
they have been abandoned, abused, or neglected.

3 million
children

Our UPlifters, partners, and customers
particularly in the food and beverage
industry are committed to providing
CWC with the tools, resources, and
food to help them meet their goal of
distributing 100 000 meals a week.

Response to KZN floods

Donated food,
clothes and toys

Investing in the future
with Childline South Africa
Our UPlifters donated

15 stationery
+=
packs
÷

The packs included:
Scientific calculators,
exam pads, pens, cello-tape,
colouring pencils, erasers, sharpeners,
exercise books, math sets and many more.

Christmas cheer in Halifax,
Toronto and Vancouver

Brave for cancer
in the Hollard Daredevil Run

SYSPRO UPlifters donated

Christmas cheer for
kids in families that
need the generosity.

served over

Feeding communities
with Chefs on Main
SYSPRO donated a portion of
the staff meal funds to feed
underprivileged communities

+ 29 000

-

MEALS

2 500 000

Protecting a species with
The Owl Rescue Centre

conserve
endangered species
Our UPlifters have contributed

WUMA dog food

to

to assist PAWS R US SA dog
rescue home.

at the Owl Rescue Centre.

Skills Development

SYSPRO’s internship programme contributes
to skills development and enables graduates
to bridge the gap between theoretical
knowledge and workplace experience.
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All ticket proceeds were
donated to CANSA and
the Prostate Cancer
Foundation of South
Africa.

people a week go to bed
having had at least one
healthy, nutritious meal.

Our UPlifters generously donated

syspro.com

Our brave SYSPRO men took on the Hollard Daredevil Run
and painted the streets of Johannesburg purple in their
speedos for a good cause.

Environment

Food for PAWS R US
SA rescue dogs

SYSPRO’s internship programme

-

We have maintained a

internship placement
success rate

in the last three years.

98%

x

